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MD Lawmakers Pass
Immigration Reform in 11th
Hour of 90-Day Session,
Hogan Expected To Veto

1,700 Johnson & Johnson Vaccinations
Cancelled in Kent Following CDC Advisory
By Daniel Menefee

The Kent County Health
Department and FEMA canceled
appointments this week to immunize
1,700 individuals in Kent and Cecil
counties with the Johnson & Johnson
COVID-19 vaccine -- following an
advisory from the FDA and CDC to
suspend its use after six women
experienced severe cerebral blood
clotting.
Those individuals will be
rescheduled to receive the Moderna
vaccine.
One woman has died as a result of
the vaccine and one is in critical
condition, said Kent County Health
Officer William Webb in an interview
shortly after the advisory was issued
on Tuesday.
The clotting occurred in women
between the ages of 18 and 48 with
symptoms of severe headache,
abdominal pain, leg pain and shortness
of breath. The symptoms occurred
within 6 to 13 days of receiving the
vaccine.
The clotting causes cerebral venous

By Daniel Menefee
Immigration reform legislation that
seemed doomed in the final days of
the Maryland General Assembly was
resurrected and passed by a veto-proof
majority in both chambers just hours
before the close of the 90-day session.
The "Dignity Not Detention Act"
passed, prohibiting Maryland
jurisdictions from entering into
contracts with ICE to detain
undocumented citizens in local jails.
The legislation further mandates local
governments to let current ICE
contracts expire and prohibits county
governments from entering into
ag reements with private prison
companies contracted by the agency to
hold detainees.
Frederick, Howard, and Worcester
counties currently have contracts with
ICE that will expire under the new law.
The three counties have enjoyed a
windfall from detention center
agreements over the last decade and
together receive nearly $10 million in
federal payments annually to house
immigrant detainees.

sinus thrombosis, a form of a stroke,
which is dangerous to treat with typical
anticoagulant drugs.
This is a severe adverse event,” he
said. “Severe enough to suspend a part
of one of the largest vaccination
initiatives this country has ever seen.”
Nearly seven million J&J vaccines
have been administered nationwide so
far and a FEMA initiative with Kent
and Cecil counties to vaccinate 1,500
agricultural workers with the drug
maker's vaccine this week was
cancelled.
Appointments for 190 individuals to
receive the J&J vaccine at Kent County
Community Center in Worton were
also cancelled and those individuals will
be rescheduled for the Moderna
vaccine as well.
“T his is quite a substantial
[problem],” Webb said. “We had 1,500 (see Immigration page 3)
doses going out into the community
starting at 9 a.m. this morning.”
“It’s really an unfortunate turn of
events and it really hurts the credibility

(see J&J Vaccine page 3)

Curious Recollections
By Bill Minus
I’ve talked before about my little
hometown of Greer, South Carolina.
Except for short summer family
vacations to the beach, or visits to see
aunts, uncles and cousins, Greer was
the center of my world–family, friends,
school, church – all the things that
came together to form our lives.
Of course, those times are full of
memories that, as I grow older, seem
to pay me visits more often. I’m now
thinking about the little things, not the
so-called big events of later years like
proms, spor ts, girlfriends, and
graduations.
My years growing up were before
there were many chain or franchise
anything’s–at least not in Greer. The
only ones I can remember were a
Western Auto Store, an Esso service
station and, of course, a car dealership.
There were two local downtown banks
and no branch banks, one movie
theater, two grocery stores, two 5 &
10-cent stores, one pool hall next to
the police station and a handful of
other independent merchants.
One of the g rocer y stores,
Clement’s, was locally owned. My
family, as well as many others, had a
charge account there. If you didn’t pay
your bill or got too far behind, your
name was put on a blackboard by the
one cash register. I guess that was an
early form of “Social Media .”
My best friend’s house backed up to
the same alley that served Clements. If

Every few years McClellan’s would
host a group of young Filipino men
who came to town to sell “yo-yos.”
They were all experts, if that’s an
adjective you can use to describe “yoyoing.”
As soon as we saw their tricks, like
“walk-the-dog,” the “elevator,”
“around- the-corner” or the “creeper,”
we had to have one of those handpainted beauties. If you bought a more
expensive model, one of the men
would carve your name or initials on
one side.
For the next few weeks or maybe
months it was “yo-yo fever.” We drove
our teachers and parents crazy. I
haven’t seen one in years. Guess they
couldn’t compete with video games. At
least, we were moving around and out
in the fresh air.
One traumatic event of my preteen
years started in McClellan’s. They
always had a few strange, what I guess
you could call “pets”–goldfish that
seemed to always die in a few days,
small turtles with palm trees painted on
their shells, and, every now and then,
white mice or hamsters.
One spring, they had a big bird cage
with the cutest little gray birds. I think
they were some sort of Finch. We had
an old bird cage in the attic that had
once been the home of a parakeet, so I
talked my mom into giving me fifty
cents to buy one of those little birds.
The clerk put it in a box with a fold
together lid–the kind you see used for
carry-out Chinese food. I went out the
back door to the alley, which was the
quickest way to my dad’s store. About
half-way there, I couldn’t stand it, and
stopped to take a look. I lifted one
corner of the lid just a bit, but that
bird was out in a flash, and out of
sight.
I arrived at Dad’s store in tears,
carrying an empty box. A lesson
learned–I guess.
GET THOSE SHOTS. WEAR
THOSE MASKS. IT’S NOT OVER
YET!

we were riding our bikes or playing in
his backyard, it was not unusual for us
to run in Clement’s back door, which
was always open, through the
storeroom and up front to buy a coke.
No one seemed to care–just another
neighbor kid.
Every few years, a man who worked
for The Morton Salt Company would
come to town. The owners would
know he was coming and would have
cleared a space for him near the front
door. He would set up a circle of
Morton Salt boxes (you know the
round ones) about five feet in diameter
and two boxes high. In that circle,
using salt poured from the boxes, he
would fashion the Morton Salt logo–
the one still used today, which pictures
a little girl holding an umbrella with
the slogan: “When it rains, it pours.”
Everyone would come to see it until
some child would run into the box
circle, turning the boxes over and
destroying the “artwork,” or the salt
would have turned gray with dust and
wa s r e m ove d . We we r e e a s i l y
entertained in those days.
Both of the 5 & 10-cent stores were
across Trade Street from each other.
My favorite was McClellan’s . It was
bigger and more fun to explore. The
other one, I remember, had a meanlooking old woman who was always
Bill Minus lives in Chestertown where
hovering nearby, ready to swoop in if writes about observations and memories.
we picked up a toy or did anything she
didn’t like.
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Worcester alone receives $5.2
million, which represents over half of
the county's $10 million detention
center budget. Frederick County
receives $1 million and Howard
County receives $2.9 million.
Immigrant advocacy groups say the
ICE agreements have incentivized the
rounding up of law-abiding immigrants
for profit and has subjected detainees
to deplorable conditions and family
separations for many years.
The bill also bolstered protections
for immigrants against detention and
deportation by borrowing provisions
from the Trust Act, which did not pass
this session.
Two provisions prohibit law
enforcement from inquiring about an
individual's immigration status during
normal interactions such as traffic stop
and accidents -- or detaining
immigrants for the purposes of
transferring to ICE.
The law further prohibits
correctional facilities from detaining
immigrants and transferring them to
ICE unless the individual has pending
criminal charges or a conviction of a
crime of violence.
The Driver Privacy Act also passed
on the final day of the session and
prohibits government agencies and law
enforcement from providing records or
data to ICE for the purpose of
enforcing federal immigration laws.
"These bills move us towards a
future where immigrants can drive the
roads safely, without worrying about
ICE digging around their personal
records without a warrant," said
Gustavo Torres, executive director of
CASA, Maryland, an immigrant
advocacy group. "Immigrants will soon
live in a state that does not profit off
of the incarceration of families. A new
level of trust in law enforcement will
soon be restored upon the bill's
enactment."
All members of the Maryland 36th
Delegation which includes Kent, Cecil,
Caroline and Queen Anne's counties
voted against passage of the bill.
Gov. Larry Hogan is expected to
veto the bills, which will set up an
override at the start of the 2022

session.
The bill was inspired in part by the
town of Sudlersville's vote last year to
rezone town property to accommodate
a detention center for Immigration
Centers of America - in an attempt to
mitigate the town's staggering debt.
The plan met opposition from the
community and ICA eventually pulled
out claiming "federal funding issues."
J&J Vaccine
of the manufacturer,” he said. “We
spend so much time fighting vaccine
hesitancy, and to have something like
this happen will just make this whole
process drag out longer.”
The Kent County Health
Department had an additional 190 J&J
vaccinations scheduled for Wednesday
at the community center in Worton.
Webb said another initiative to
deliver 200-400 Johnson & Johnson
doses to Washington College students
this week was also cancelled.
The CDC has advised that
inventories be maintained until further
guidance is issued, according to an
advisory passed down by the Maryland
Health Department on Tuesday.
“Maryland Department of Health
directs all Maryland COVID-19
vaccine providers to pause the
administration of Johnson & Johnson
COVID-19 vaccines until further
federal guidance is issued,” said the
statement from the Maryland Health
Department.
Webb said the Kent County Health
Department would try to reschedule
the Johnson & Johnson appointments
with the two shot Moder na
immunization process, but that the
planning was not yet finalized.
“We want to try and take everyone
who was scheduled for the Johnson &
Johnson vaccine and give them first
priority and reschedule them for the
Moderna vaccine,” he said.
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